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When John and I arrived in Khwai
we left the truck and set out on
It is a truly wondrous thing that

foot. Without the noise of a vehicle
engine, the deep rumbles of Southern
ground hornbills reached us over
the plain and, in the branches
above, Swallow-tailed bee-eaters

Kebonyephomolo and Boipuso
lead the way, each giving their
confessions being united with
Christ in baptism

the cycle of nature continues
regardless

of

what

may

be

happening in the world. After a
challenging, unusually dry year in

snapped their buggy breakfast mid-

the Okavango Delta, the annual

air with an audible clack. Brother

inundation has finally

Xaixi joined us as we walked the

Over the past weeks water has

village together, stopping at each
hut inviting all to come and hear
the gospel taught. We gathered in
the Kgotla (community assembly

Boipuso demonstrated her zeal
and love for the Lord acting on
her faith by obedience to the
gospel

Bofelo,

Onnalena,

Kengwadile, Bagwisanyi, Kemang,
Barulaganye, Tshidiso, Tshekelo,

with water reaching the riverine
forest edges. A breeding herd of

of seed dust in the early honey

and

of sunrise. Giraffe stand tall,

Boipuso obeyed the gospel as did
Segokame,

beds and replenish flood plains

broom grass that emits clouds

Scriptures. Two of the local police
Kebonyephomolo

been flowing in to fill up dry river

elephants swishes through bristle

point) and preached from the
officers:

arrived.

The new Christians in Khwai
received their Bibles which they
will eagerly study to grow up in
the knowledge of Christ Jesus.

silhouetted like the palms that
line the Okavango’s horizon.
In Christ Jesus,

Kehatelwa, Kebafe, and Onketsang.
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Brother Xaixi and Scott at the Kgotla
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